
Circle Pit: The Bimah
The Circle Pit, also known as the Bimah, is a central element of many
Jewish synagogues. It is a raised platform, usually located in the center of
the sanctuary, and is used for reading the Torah, delivering sermons, and
leading services. The Circle Pit is a significant part of Jewish history and
tradition, and it plays an important role in fostering a sense of community
within the synagogue.

History of the Circle Pit

The Circle Pit has its roots in ancient Jewish history. The earliest known
Circle Pits date back to the Second Temple period (515 BCE - 70 CE).
These Circle Pits were simple platforms made of wood or stone, and they
were used for reading the Torah and delivering sermons. Over time, the
Circle Pit became more elaborate, and it began to be decorated with
carvings, mosaics, and other artwork.
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During the Middle Ages, the Circle Pit became a central part of synagogue
architecture. It was often placed in the center of the sanctuary, and it was
used for a variety of purposes, including reading the Torah, delivering
sermons, and leading services. The Circle Pit also became a symbol of the
synagogue itself, and it was often used to signify the presence of God.

In the modern era, the Circle Pit has continued to evolve. In some
synagogues, the Circle Pit has been replaced by a more modern podium or
lectern. However, in many synagogues, the Circle Pit remains an important
part of the sanctuary, and it continues to be used for its traditional
purposes.

Significance of the Circle Pit

The Circle Pit is a significant part of Jewish history and tradition. It is a
physical manifestation of the Jewish community, and it serves as a
gathering place for worship, study, and community events. The Circle Pit is
also a symbol of the Torah, and it is used to signify the presence of God.

The Circle Pit plays an important role in fostering a sense of community
within the synagogue. It is a place where people can come together to
worship, study, and celebrate their Jewish identity. The Circle Pit is also a
place where people can feel connected to the Torah and to God.

How to Use the Circle Pit

The Circle Pit is used for a variety of purposes, including reading the Torah,
delivering sermons, and leading services. It can also be used for other
purposes, such as teaching classes, holding meetings, and hosting
community events.



When using the Circle Pit, it is important to be respectful of its significance.
It is a sacred space, and it should be treated with care. It is also important
to be aware of the different customs and traditions associated with the
Circle Pit. For example, in some synagogues, it is customary to remove
one's shoes before entering the Circle Pit.

The Circle Pit is a central element of many Jewish synagogues. It is a
significant part of Jewish history and tradition, and it plays an important role
in fostering a sense of community within the synagogue. The Circle Pit is a
sacred space, and it should be treated with respect. By understanding the
significance of the Circle Pit, we can better appreciate its importance in
Jewish life.
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